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The Root of All Success with The Real Jason Duncan

is a podcast that explores how the world's most

powerful entrepreneurs unlocked success and how

their stories can help you do the same. This podcast

looks at the five keys to unlocking success as an

entrepreneur. A successful educator-turned-

entrepreneur, Jason has built multi-million dollar

businesses that have been featured in Inc. magazine

and Entrepreneur magazine, but now he spends most

of his time coaching entrepreneurs on how to work

less & make more. Join Jason every week and learn

the keys to success! www.therootofallsuccess.com

Founder of one of the fastest-growing
privately held companies in America. 

PODCAST

MEDIA KIT

Named one of the top entrepreneurial companies
in the country by Entrepreneur magazine. 

Multi-award-winning entrepreneur and
founder of 12 companies

The business coach for entrepreneurs who
want to work less & make more...   
#ExitWithoutExiting



Jason is passionate about coaching entrepreneurs who want to work
less & make more. Through coaching and his exclusive mastermind,     
 The Exiter Club, he works with entrepreneurs to develop systems &
processes to scale so they can live what he calls "The Exit Lifestyle",
having complete control over their time and choices on a daily basis as
opposed to being in the weeds of business operations every day. His
mission is to help entrepreneurs be successful and enjoy their
businesses–including the financial profits & tax benefits–without the
need to be the owner-operator. He calls it "Exit Without Exiting".

ABOUT THE REAL JASON DUNCAN

KEYNOTE SPEAKING TOPICS

THE IRONIC PRISON OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP (AND HOW TO ESCAPE)
In Jason's signature talk, he reveals the dirty little secret most entrepreneurs
won't admit: they are trapped in their business. Most people start businesses to
get more freedom and more money, but they end up working longer hours, are
stressed out, and become a slave to their business. Jason shares six simple
steps to help you break free from this trap and begin living the exit lifestyle.

HOW TO SURVIVE WHEN THE $HIT HITS THE FAN 
A survival guide on what to do when things go in the direction that you least expect! This talk centers
on the Law of Adaptation. Simply stated, you will learn how your ability to adapt will always
outperform your ability to plan. You will walk away with a simple plan on how to leverage this
universal law in order to reach your life, business, and financial goals more quickly.

THE FIVE P'S OF SUCCESS 
This talk reveals the five indisputable keys to entrepreneurial success. Through interviewing hundreds
of entrepreneurs on his podcast, The Root of All Success, Jason has extracted the five key elements
that every entrepreneur uses to unleash their full potential and reach success. Jason will teach the
audience how to assess their own probability of success and learn which of the 5 areas they need to
pay attention to in order to get to success. A free success assessment is given to every participant.

Jason spent 13 years in pastoral ministry and four years as a school
teacher before he became an "accidental entrepreneur" in 2010.    
 He owns multiple companies that are involved in various industries,
including e-commerce, private lending, consulting services,
motorcycles, power equipment, & real estate holdings. 

Jason has spoken at a variety of conferences, including 
TEDxWilmington, and appeared on dozens of podcasts. 
He's a member of several private and public professional 
organizations whose focus is on business growth, personal 
and professional development, and wealth generation. 

Most importantly, Jason is a passionate and dedicated
professional who loves Jesus. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee.
He & his wife have two kids. He enjoys playing guitar, riding
motorcycles, and traveling in his RV with his wife.
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